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“Music washes away from the soul the dust of everyday life”. 

Sangeetika - the Indian Music Society is a small effort to keep alive the rich tradition of 
Indian music. It provides a platform to students who are keen to learn and practise Indian 
classical as well as other genres of music. All important functions of the college always 
begin with the performance of Sangeetika choir. Synchronisation, harmony, rhythm, and 
melody are the hallmarks of the choir.  

The society is known for its experimentation with music and has brought immense laurels 
to Kamala Nehru College over the years in and outside Delhi. 

In March-April 2022, Fest season started where Sangeetika won second position at 
Shraddhanand College and Jesus and Mary College. Sangeetika was also given a 
consolation prize at Ramanujan College.  
 

 
 
Farewell was organised by second years for Sangeetika third years in May 2022. 
 

 
 
 
Council elections were held in June 2022 where Pritha Bhattacharya was elected as the 
President and Tripti Neb as the Vice President of the society for the session 2022-23. 
 
Sangeetika performed at the Kargil Vijay Diwas organised by the college on 26 July 
2022. 
 

There was a NAAC visit in September 2022 in which Sangeetika gave a cultural 
evening performance. Sangeetika created a handbook and presentation enlisting their 
various achievements and progress over the course of five years. 

 



 

 

In October, there was a Mental Health Week organised by Psychology Department of 
Kamala Nehru College where Sangeetika gave a performance on the 4th day of the 
week (theme: Euphoria)   
 

In November 2022, Sangeetika organised a society orientation. Sangeetika participated 
as well as performed in the college orientation for first year students held on 7th 
November. 
 

Sangeetika auditions for the first and second years were held on 12th and 13th 
December, 2022 and the new batch started in January 2023.   
 


